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Imagining in Oppressive Contexts, or, What’s Wrong with 

Blackface?* 

Robin Zheng & Nils-Hennes Stear 

 

Abstract 

 

What is objectionable about ‘blacking up’ or other comparable acts of imagining 

involving unethical attitudes? Can such imaginings be wrong, even if there are no 

harmful consequences and imaginers are not meant to apply these attitudes beyond 

the fiction? In this paper, we argue that blackface—and imagining in general—can be 

ethically flawed in virtue of being oppressive, either in virtue of its content or what 

imaginers do with it, where both depend on how the imagined attitudes interact with 

the imagining’s context. We explain and demonstrate this using speech act theory 

alongside a detailed case study of blackface. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

When we tell off-color jokes, entertain sexual fantasies, root for baddies in films, 

visualize punching obnoxious colleagues, or black up, our imaginations broach morally 
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dicey material. Some of these imaginings clearly produce harmful consequences (or 

increase their probability).1 In other cases, however, no clear harm ensues. Setting aside 

consequences, is there anything intrinsically wrong with such imaginings?  

 Consider two toy examples. When Portsmouth F.C. fans sing: 

 

‘Hello, hello we are the Portsmouth boys, 

And if you are a scummer fan, 

Surrender or you’ll die!’ 

 

they imagine (and prescribe others to imagine) wishing death on Southampton F.C. 

fans (‘scummers’) who refuse to support Portsmouth. Participating fully in the song 

involves imaginatively adopting the attitude that loyal Southampton fans deserve 

death. Sincerely adopting such an attitude would be unethical. But condemning 

someone who sings the song just ‘for fun’ seems puritanical. 

 But now, compare this to the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity (SAE) song that 

made headlines after being caught on video in 2015: 

 

 ‘You can hang him from a tree, 

 But he can never sign with me, 

 There will never be a n——- in SAE!’ 
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Singing this song was widely condemned—rightly so, it seems, even if the song’s 

attitudes were only imaginatively adopted, even if we unrealistically stipulate that the 

singing caused no harmful consequences, and not merely because the song includes a 

racial slur. 

 What explains the difference when both examples involve imaginatively adopting 

unethical attitudes? Answering this question furnishes a reply to our titular query. We 

argue that an imagining is ethically flawed when it oppresses in virtue of its content or 

what imaginers do with it. Both kinds of flaw depend on how the imagined attitudes 

interact with the imagining’s context. In this respect, imaginings are like speech, an 

analogy we exploit throughout. Put precisely in terms yet to be fully explained: 

imaginings whose deployed attitudes either realize a ‘controlling image’ (a 

representation ideologically supporting an oppressive system), normalize oppression, 

or license oppressive behaviour are ethically flawed. This holds whether or not such 

imaginings thereby endorse these attitudes or cause subsequent harm. 

 We illustrate this general account with a detailed philosophical case study of 

blackface, a practice whose moral contours warrant their own article. While criticism 

of blackface dates back to at least the 19th century, its prevalence and persistence 

continues to generate controversy and confusion. Consider these events from 2019 

alone. Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau was found to have once sported 

‘blackface’ and ‘brownface’ (i.e., skin-darkening make-up intended to make him look 

Black and Middle Eastern, respectively). Virginia Governor Ralph Northam and 
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Attorney General Mark Herring (both Democrats), as well as Alabama Governor Kay 

Ivey (a Republican), all admitted to having worn blackface in their youth for a dance 

contest, rap performance, and church skit, respectively. Celebrity Kim Kardashian was 

criticized for being photographed in lighting that made her appear Black. Fashion 

house Gucci released and then recalled a black balaclava sweater with red lips around 

the mouth opening. Renowned ballerina Misty Copeland criticized the Bolshoi Theater 

for its continued use of blackface. Finally, the Netherlands revisited the national debate 

over ‘Zwarte Piet’ (‘Black Pete’), a traditionally blacked up character portrayed in the 

annual Sinterklaas festival. Clearly, it is worth articulating what, exactly, is wrong with 

blackface.2 

 We begin in §2 by situating our view dialectically within a recent debate in 

aesthetics. In §3 we analogize speech and imagining. We explain in §4 how 

sociohistorical context can make imaginings oppressive, and in §5 how relevantly 

critical (e.g., parodic and educational) imaginings may avoid this flaw.3 We close in §6 

by rebutting some potential objections. Throughout (as mentioned), we apply our 

theory to the interpretatively difficult, concrete case of blackface to bring out our 

proposal’s nuances. 

 

 

2. The Ethics of Imagining 
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To understand the ethics of imagining, it is fruitful to look first at the ethics of 

artworks. Aestheticians distinguish two ways artworks can be unethical: intrinsically and 

extrinsically. Representational artworks ask appreciators to adopt certain attitudes—

they ‘prescribe’ these attitudes, as is said—in order to fully appreciate the work.4 A 

fantasy novel, for instance, might prescribe5 (imagined) beliefs that dragons exist, 

(imagined) fears of them, etc. Artworks can possess intrinsic ethical properties due to 

how they ‘manifest’, ‘express’, ‘promote’, or ‘call upon’6 certain moral attitudes via 

these prescriptions. For instance, The Birth of a Nation,7 a film which spurred African 

American communities to organize nationwide protests, is intrinsically ethically flawed 

because it prescribes racist attitudes. By contrast, artworks exhibit extrinsic ethical flaws 

when the fault lies in the causal consequences of appreciating them (e.g., the copycat 

crimes inspired by A Clockwork Orange8) or their causal aetiology (e.g., the Louvre Abu 

Dhabi’s exploited construction workers).9 Aestheticians broadly agree that ethical 

criticisms of artworks as such should only target their intrinsic features; features such 

as causal aetiology generally relate to works too adventitiously to ground evaluations 

of them qua art.10 

 This framework naturally extends to imaginings, which include but go beyond 

artworks. As we use the term, ‘imagining’ refers to all imaginative content and all 

imaginative acts. Imaginative content includes daydreams, fantasies, works of fiction, 

among other things. Imaginative acts generally realize this content inside the head (e.g., 

daydreaming, fantasizing, reading a novel), outside it (e.g., writing a script, painting a 
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portrait), or both (e.g., playing cops & robbers).11 For brevity, we will refer to an 

imagining’s centrally involving or prescribing attitudes as ‘deployment’; privately 

fantasizing that one is weightless, or a novella in which this is so, for instance, deploys 

the (imagined) belief ‘I am weightless’. Just as artworks can manifest an ethically 

criticizable (or laudable) character by deploying such attitudes, then, so can imaginings. 

 It is important to our argument that some intrinsic features of imaginings depend 

on contextual facts. One might protest that it makes no sense to speak of a context-

dependent intrinsic feature. Are a thing’s intrinsic features not precisely those that 

depend on nothing beyond that thing? Let us distinguish two senses of ‘intrinsic’. Call 

an imagining’s feature ‘strongly intrinsic’ if it is intrinsic in the robust metaphysical 

sense that its existence depends on nothing besides the imagining; i.e., it inheres in the 

imagining non-relationally.12 Many features that aestheticians discussing artworks have 

described as simply ‘intrinsic’, such as gracefulness, brevity, or goriness may be 

strongly intrinsic. A ‘weakly intrinsic’ feature, by contrast, also inheres in the imagining, 

but arises from interactions between the imagining’s other (strongly or weakly) 

intrinsic features and other entities or states of affairs. Many paradigmatic intrinsic 

features of imaginings will count as weakly intrinsic on this characterization. That 

Artemisia Gentileschi’s Judith Slaying Holofernes13 is executed in oils or represents three 

people, for instance, might be a strongly intrinsic feature of the imagining.14 The 

imagining’s being innovative or continuous with a baroque tradition, however, is 

certainly a weakly intrinsic feature, partly grounded in works that preceded its painting. 
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Since imaginings are the products of human meaning-making, context inevitably 

conditions what they are and mean. The distinction we draw between (weakly) intrinsic 

and extrinsic features then, following a tradition in aesthetics, is not the 

metaphysician’s. It is a distinction between what belongs to a thing (e.g., an artwork, 

an imagining) and what is merely intimately connected with it. The thought is simply 

that whether a painting, say, celebrates vice is a question about the painting; whereas, 

whether appreciating it causes harm is a question about something else. 

 Numerous scholars have argued or assumed that imaginings, like artworks, exhibit 

intrinsic ethical flaws when they deploy imagined unethical attitudes. Call this view 

‘imaginative strictness’.15 Others, however, have recently criticized this position. They 

argue, roughly, that any imaginings not also endorsing these attitudes, by recommending 

their serious adoption in the actual world, fall outside moral evaluation’s scope.16 Call 

this view ‘imaginative laxity’.17 

 To appreciate this debate, we must distinguish two senses of ‘prescription’, which 

the literature uses ambiguously, or, correspondingly, two senses of ‘deploy’.18 First, 

imaginings can deploy attitudes assertorically, as it were, as when someone vividly 

imagines losing a limb to learn how a recent amputee feels. Imaginings deploying 

attitudes in this way are to that extent constrained by the imaginer’s beliefs and, 

correspondingly, present the imagined attitude as suitable for ‘export’ into the actual 

world.19 We sometimes engage in imaginings of this kind to better understand the 

actual world, as when reasoning counterfactually or visualizing the past. We might, for 
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example, imagine piles of bodies during Indonesia’s invasion of East Timor, to better 

grasp the U.S. government’s decision to green-light it and the ensuing genocide.20 

Second, imaginings can deploy attitudes in a way that requires ‘prescind[ing] from any 

alethic commitments’ to what is imagined.21 Hence, to fully participate in a comedy 

skit in which U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger weepily implores Indonesian 

President Suharto to ‘think of the children’ and stop the invasion, we must suspend 

some of our true beliefs to play along. We call the former sense ‘endorsement’, the 

latter, ‘fictive deployment’.22 

 Using our terms, then, the dialectic is this. On the strict view, imaginings exhibit 

intrinsic ethical flaws whenever fictively deploying or endorsing morally objectionable 

attitudes. Meanwhile, the lax claim imaginings exhibit these flaws only when endorsing 

such attitudes. We tread a middle path. We agree with the lax that imaginings may be 

intrinsically unethical in virtue of the attitudes they endorse. Yet, we disagree that they 

must endorse an attitude to suffer such a flaw. Performing the SAE song is morally 

problematic in our present sociohistorical context, for instance, even if the song does 

not endorse the racist attitudes fictively deployed. We agree with the strict, meanwhile, 

that fictively deploying unethical attitudes can generate intrinsic ethical flaws. Yet, we 

disagree that it must. There is nothing intrinsically objectionable about singing the 

Portsmouth football song, for instance. We argue that imaginings like the SAE song, 

and unlike the Portsmouth football song, exhibit a kind of intrinsic ethical flaw in 
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virtue of doing one of three things: fictively deploying attitudes that realize oppression, 

normalize oppression, or license oppressive behaviour. 

 Beyond this scholarly debate, our arguments have a broader target: the proto-laxity 

popular amongst the general public. Many are convinced that imaginings trading in 

problematic attitudes are morally acceptable provided they are undertaken in jest or 

without derogatory intent. Consider the phenomenon of ‘hipster racism’.23 Here, social 

progressives satirically make jokes trading on racial stereotypes, appropriate non-

White24 culture, briefly visit predominantly non-White spaces (the ‘ghetto’) for 

personal amusement, and use racial slurs purportedly to challenge social norms. In 

doing so, they assume that, since they obviously do not endorse racist attitudes, these 

behaviours are merely ironic, edgy, or manifest cross-racial solidarity. Or consider the 

University of Oregon professor who dressed in blackface at a Halloween party for her 

students to celebrate an anti-racist book, Black Man in a White Coat.25 Most such 

examples, where they involve the imagination, do not endorse racist attitudes. 

Nevertheless, they often fictively deploy them. Both cases have been sharply criticized 

as morally problematic and distressing to people of color.26 On the lax account, there 

is nothing objectionable about merely fictively deployed racist attitudes; so, this 

distress is unwarranted as a response to the imagining qua imagining; it appears 

oversensitive, sanctimonious, or like political correctness run amok. Yet, our account 

vindicates at least some of this distress by identifying a moral problem warranting it. 
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3. Imaginings and Speech 

 

Our starting point is J.L. Austin’s distinction between an utterance’s three dimensions: 

locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary.27 Austin’s aim is to peel away both an 

utterance’s content (locution) and its causal upshot (perlocution), to reveal the act the 

utterance constitutes (the illocution). Consider his example of A telling B: ‘Shoot C!’. 

The locutionary act is communicating that B is to shoot C; the perlocutionary act, if A 

succeeds, is B’s shooting C (subsequent perlocutionary effects include C’s being shot, 

dying, etc.); the illocutionary act is that which is constituted or enacted by the utterance: in 

saying ‘Shoot C!’ A urges or orders B to shoot. Importantly, the illocutionary force of 

A’s speech act may apply whether or not A succeeds in causing B to shoot.28 

  Feminist and critical race philosophers have used speech act theory to illuminate 

oppressive speech. Catharine Mackinnon, Rae Langton, and Jennifer Hornsby, for 

instance, have used it to turn the ‘free speech’ defense of pornography on its head: if 

pornography is speech, then it can have the illocutionary force of subordinating and 

silencing women, furnishing grounds for ethical (if not legal) condemnation.29 Luvell 

Anderson, Sally Haslanger, and Rae Langton have also identified various racially 

oppressive speech acts: propaganda-like hate speech that incites or promotes racial 

violence and discrimination, assault-like hate speech that persecutes and attacks members 
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of certain racialized groups, and speech that subordinates or discriminates in virtue of some 

institutional authority.30 

 Speech act theorists have long recognized the importance of context. Often, 

without grasping the contexts in which speech takes place, one cannot know what 

content an utterance has. What saying ‘they are here’ literally conveys, for example, 

will depend at least on which group is salient and the speaker’s location. Additionally, 

and more generally, which action an utterance constitutes is also context-dependent. 

As Austin and others note, even where one fully grasps an utterance’s literal meaning 

(as a locutionary act) one may not know what is being done with it (as an illocutionary 

act).31 The same claim ‘Your coat’s on the floor’ could be an (illocutionary) act of 

informing someone that she has dropped her coat, of indirectly commanding her to pick 

it up, or replying to a question about the coat’s whereabouts. Since context can 

determine an utterance’s locutionary content and illocutionary force, it can also 

determine whether and how an utterance warrants ethical opprobrium.  

 We argue that imaginings, again understood as a broad category of representation, 

are importantly analogous to speech. We neither claim nor presuppose that imaginings 

are speech, as some do.32 We maintain only that imaginings resemble speech in 

important ways. First, many imaginings deploy propositional content with which one 

can perform various types of actions and cause downstream effects. If, beholding her 

right hand, a tourist imagines that it is Michigan, this ‘locutionary’ act has propositional 

content: it makes ‘I am looking at Michigan’ true in the make-believe game she thereby 
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plays. And if she examines the crook of her thumb and thinks ‘Ann Arbor is here’, she 

not only imagines something. She thereby also performs the ‘illocutionary’ act of 

assenting to something about Ann Arbor’s actual whereabouts. This, in turn, could have 

‘perlocutionary effects’ on how she navigates around Michigan. Similarly, novels, 

sculptures, daydreams, ad pitches, etc. make certain propositions true in a ‘fictional 

world’, may assert those (or other) propositions,33 and may causally affect appreciators. 

George Orwell’s Animal Farm,34 for instance, makes it fictional that a farm animal 

revolution is corrupted; thereby asserts that noble ideals can be harnessed for 

oppressive ends; and has impacted generations of readers. Second, which attitudes an 

imagining deploys and, to a greater extent, what sort of act it constitutively embodies 

are generally intrinsic features of the imagining partly determined by context. Animal 

Farm’s political backdrop, for instance, helps make it political criticism rather than 

mere fairy tale. 

  Thus, in addition to representing content (as locutionary acts), causing effects (as 

perlocutionary acts), and exhibiting the kind of context-sensitivity described, 

imaginings may also constitute certain kinds of acts analogous to illocutionary ones. Like 

utterings, some imaginings are doings.35 

 

 

4. Constituting Oppression: Realizing, Normalizing, and Licensing 
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Following several authors, we take oppression to consist, roughly, in a system of 

interlocking disadvantages applying to members of a socially defined group qua 

members of that group, where this disadvantage spans multiple domains of social life.36  

 We can now fully explicate this part of our thesis: imaginings oppress insofar as 

they fictively deploy attitudes in virtue of which they (a) realize oppression, (b) normalize 

oppression, or (c) license oppressive behaviour.37 Realizing oppression concerns the 

content of an imagining and corresponds, on our analogy, to the locutionary dimension of 

speech; imaginings realize oppression by partially constituting an oppressive system. 

Imaginings normalize oppression by rendering the unjust treatment of certain social 

groups (seemingly) justified, or so natural and ‘given’ that it needs no justification. 

They license oppressive behaviour when, in fictively deploying the kinds of attitudes 

that normalize oppression, they activate oppressive norms in particular micro-

contexts. Normalizing and licensing concern what is being done with the imagining and to 

that extent represent the imagining’s ‘illocutionary’ dimension.38 

 It is worth stressing two points here. First: realizing, normalizing, and licensing 

unjust treatment are ways of constituting rather than causing oppression.39 To be clear, 

we are highly sympathetic to the view that the kinds of imaginings we discuss—not 

just blackface but pornography, stereotyped characters, derisive jokes, etc.—can be 

criticized in terms of indirect harm or risk thereof. But here we argue not that these 

imaginings are extrinsically ethically flawed, but intrinsically so. This claim can hold even 

when harmful consequences are contested, difficult to detect, or simply non-existent. 
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 Second, and relatedly, whether an imagining’s realizing or normalizing oppression, 

or its licensing oppressive behaviour itself constitutes a harm depends on how broadly 

one understands ‘harm’.40 On one influential liberal account, for instance, harms are 

setbacks to interests induced by a wrong, as when one makes someone poorer by 

stealing their wallet.41 But this itself admits of more or less broad readings depending 

on how one understands ‘setbacks’ and ‘interests’. Nor is the question settled if, as 

seems likely, oppressive systems are ipso facto harmful. For, even so, it does not follow 

that all of its constitutive elements are. Assuming otherwise commits the fallacy of 

composition. The oppression of Black people in the Jim Crow South, for instance, was 

harmful. And hanging a ‘Whites Only’ sign in a shop window in that context would be 

oppressive. But whether the sign’s hanging as such is a harm is a further question that 

swings independently of the harmfulness of both the oppressive system of which it 

forms a part and the sign’s harmful effects. After all, these effects may be none if the 

sign is hung incompetently and never even seen. What we show is that imaginings 

suffer a pro tanto moral defect. Whether they do this in virtue of being harms is a further 

question on which we take no position. Again, our aim is to demonstrate that 

imaginings like blackface are ethically flawed even if we grant for the sake of argument that 

no harm has been caused by them.  

 We proceed stepwise. In §4.1, we show, first, how blackface’s history helps 

determine which attitudes its use fictively deploys. These realize oppression by partly 

constituting an oppressive system. Next, we argue that fictively deploying such 
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attitudes, if only in certain contexts, amounts to using them in oppressive ways, even 

where no harm ensues: normalizing oppression (§4.2) and licensing it (§4.3). These 

represent distinct mechanisms by which sociohistorical context alters the ethical status 

of imaginings. 

 

4.1 Realizing Oppression: Controlling Images 

 

Sociohistorical context can affect imaginings’ ethical status ‘locutionarily’ by 

determining which attitudes they fictively deploy, i.e., their content. In the case of 

contemporary blackface, we argue, the attendant imaginings’ content is largely 

determined by blackface’s historical uses and the meanings attached to the practice as 

a result.  

 The extension of ‘blackface’ unquestionably includes the classical minstrel 

performances that emerged in the U.S. two centuries ago. Here, performers made up 

their faces with burned cork, wide red or white lips, and so forth. It has also come to 

refer, as our opening examples indicate, to virtually all cases in which people of 

whatever complexion darken their skin to impersonate Black people. This includes 

practices of blacking up that share, as it were, a phylogenetic branch with minstrelsy, 

such as the ‘Ghanaian Concert Party’,42 which take place in societies relatively distant 

from the originating U.S. cultural mainstream. But we take the practice to be broader. 

At least provisionally, it includes stereotyped vocal impersonations, e.g., Robert 
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Downey Sr.’s voice dubbing in Putney Swope, as well as buffoonish representations 

of Black stereotypes without literal skin-darkening, e.g., the later Amos & Andy 

television show, to take just two examples.43 These examples, anchored by the 

paradigm case of minstrelsy, suffice for our argument. 

 Blackface minstrel shows from their early 19th or even late 18th Century 

beginnings in the U.S.,44 were overwhelmingly used to present a fantastical and mostly 

derogatory conception of Blackness. Though plucked from the White imagination, this 

conception was nevertheless presented as faithfully reproducing the lives and 

traditions of Black people.45 It was propagated through Jim Crow, the Black Dandy, 

Zip Coon, Lucy Long, Mammy, Jezebel, Tambo, Bones, Uncle Tom, Pickaninnies, 

and other stock characters. Thus the ‘locutionary’ content of the imaginings in 

blackface minstrelsy was clear: Black people are some combination of lazy, 

obsequious, ignorant, pretentious, sexually promiscuous, voracious, happy-go-lucky, 

or content with their own oppression, among other things. We will refer to this 

complex of attitudes as ‘anti-Black’.  

 Blackface minstrelsy went on to exert tremendous influence over American and 

global culture and entertainment, across vaudeville, film, radio, television, music, and 

literature.46 It did so in tandem with or by infusing anti-Black representations in these 

other genres and media. This is exemplified by plays such as Blanche of Brandywine,47 

‘bobalition’ broadsides, cartoons, and films—including, of course, The Birth of a Nation. 

Mickey Mouse, figurehead for one of history’s most influential global entertainment 
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enterprises, embodies this subterranean influence. Besides starring among ‘savages’ 

and other racist tropes in the early cartoons, Mickey is himself a minstrel, at least a 

vestigial one. He is a mischievous half-agent, half-object, fated to sing and dance in a 

world of violence and buffoonery with his wide-lipped, gaping smile and tell-tale white 

gloves.48 

 It might be objected at this point that the precise meanings of blackface, including 

the attitudes it fictively deploys, are complicated and continually contested. Minstrelsy 

was put to many different uses, including some transgressive, resistant, or even 

emancipatory ones. Interpretive paradigms have thus shifted throughout decades of 

scholarly work, much as the practice itself has changed over time.49 Moreover, Black 

people themselves have been not only performers but, at times, avid enjoyers of the 

genre. Ethnically Jewish performer Al Jolson’s blacked up starring role in The Jazz 

Singer,50 for instance, endeared him to a large African American audience, and earned 

him praise in the African American owned press.51 Given this complex pentimento of 

meanings, one might question whether minstrelsy or blackface in general essentially 

involves the deployment of anti-Black attitudes: surely not, if even Black audiences 

warmed to minstrels like Jolson? Perhaps, the skeptic might continue, contemporary 

abhorrence to blackface reflects a skewed interpretation of the practice’s history and 

meaning or, worse still, the ‘moral grandstanding’ of White liberals.52 

 While not without its merits, this line of thought misses the fact that, for all the 

historical complexity, the main artery pulsing through blackface’s history is profoundly 
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anti-Black. This is conceded even by historians with more sympathetic readings of 

minstrelsy. For, even when blackface minstrelsy was used to espouse abolitionist 

sentiments, for instance, these were not devoid of anti-Blackness. As Frederick 

Douglass noted in an 1856 editorial, ‘opposing slavery and hating its victims has come 

to be a very common form of Abolitionism’.53 And despite minstrelsy’s rough 

similarities to some authentic African American cultural traditions, it nevertheless 

remained—as Ralph Ellison shrewdly observes—a White artistic form, as evidenced 

by the requirement that Black performers themselves black up.54 Hence, African 

American admiration for Al Jolson is better explained by his public image. Jolson was 

seen as someone who enjoyed friendly race-relations, worked in a theatrical tradition 

enjoying significant African American participation, and tried to materially improve 

the lives of the Black artists with whom he worked.55 More generally, many people 

enjoy entertainment that, on analysis, derogates them. In the case of blackface, this 

observation was made as early as 1841 by African American journalist Samuel Cornish. 

Cornish’s lament at the number of African Americans enjoying performances that 

would ‘heap ridicule and a burlesque upon them in their very presence, and upon their 

whole class’56 has echoed throughout the Black intellectual tradition up until the 

present (see discussion of Spike Lee’s Bamboozled in §5). 

 A crucial fact about blackface is that its default meaning changed drastically during 

the U.S. Civil Rights movement. Though critiques of minstrelsy are traceable to the 

mid-19th century, the denunciation of blackface by prominent figures such as Ralph 
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Ellison and LeRoi Jones during the 1950s-60s transformed the public understanding.57 

Just as Confederate statues were transformed into unambiguous symbols of White 

supremacy once erected in defiance of Civil Rights advancements, so too did blacking 

up become definitively marked (barring critical exceptions) as anti-Black expression. 

So, while blackface minstrelsy may have served resistant and transgressive ends in the 

past, this has become significantly more difficult following the historic change in 

meaning. 

 This history has profound implications for understanding why blackface almost 

always fictively deploys anti-Black attitudes (again, see §5). Much as word-meaning 

depends on histories of use and wider communicative practices, so too do some 

imaginings’ history of use determine their meaning. One cannot simply use ‘dog’ to 

refer to cats, for instance. Likewise, one cannot uncritically engage in certain 

imaginings without fictively deploying their standard attitudes. This is because 

imaginings can and often do fictively deploy attitudes even where imaginers lack any 

knowledge or intent concerning them. This is clearly true of the University of Oregon 

professor. In blacking up her face, she evidently intended to fictively deploy the belief 

that she was a Black man and no derogatory attitudes. Nevertheless, the historical 

context in which this act took place is not only one where such imaginings had fictively 

deployed and endorsed precisely such derogatory attitudes. It is also one where, as we 

explain shortly, these attitudes still perform their hegemonic function. Accordingly, 

the professor could scarcely avoid her imagining deploying these anti-Black attitudes. 
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 We can now demonstrate the first way that sociohistorical context makes 

imaginings ethically criticizable, which brings us into the realm of social ontology. The 

point is this: in a different context, imaginings that fictively deploy anti-Black attitudes 

need not be oppressive. But they are in ours, because of the constitutive role this 

imaginative content plays as purported justification for the present system of anti-

Black oppression. More generally, we propose that imaginings realize oppression 

whenever they instantiate what sociologist Patricia Hill Collins calls a ‘controlling 

image’.58 According to Collins, controlling images are stereotypes, symbols, and other 

portrayals of oppressed social groups (‘ghetto chick’, ‘dangerous thug’, etc.) ‘designed 

to make racism, sexism, poverty, and other forms of social injustice appear to be 

natural, normal, and inevitable parts of everyday life’.59 Put simply, controlling images 

are components of pernicious ideologies that function to maintain unjust social 

orders.60 When imaginings instantiate controlling images, they often causally 

perpetuate oppression by leading people to behave oppressively. Yet, even absent 

these effects, they still partially constitute, or realize, systems of oppression. 

 This is evident from the metaphysics of social structures and systems. Social 

theorists such as William Sewell and Sally Haslanger distinguish their ‘material’ from 

their non-physical ‘semiotic’ (‘symbolic’, ‘ideological’, etc.) constituents. The former 

refer to physical objects or situatedness in the physical world; the latter are sometimes 

described as ‘virtual’.61 Controlling images are elements of this virtual stuff, which is 

indispensable for holding the system together. Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, in his account 
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of the social structure of racism, puts it bluntly: ‘The prejudice of individuals is not, 

and can never be, the basis for maintaining racial inequality; without an ideology to 

justify and enable racial projects, racial domination would not be possible at all’.62  

 Collins offers a particularly rich theory for understanding anti-Black oppression. 

She identifies a system of four distinct but interrelated domains of power across which 

certain social groups are socially disadvantaged. The structural domain concerns the 

laws, institutional policies, and practices in employment, government, education, law, 

business, and housing that distribute social resources inequitably. The disciplinary 

domain concerns the systems of bureaucracy and surveillance with which the structural 

domain’s operations are managed. The interpersonal domain concerns everyday 

practices by which people (mis)treat one another—including microaggressions as well 

as overt abuse—and the individual attitudes attending them. The systematicity of 

unjust treatment across all these domains depends on and is unified by an ideological 

glue of ‘commonsense ideas’: beliefs, representations, stereotypes, etc. These 

constitute the fourth, hegemonic, domain.63 Only when these domains interconnect and 

draw from the same ideological fount to privilege members of some groups and 

disadvantage others does oppression obtain.64 Any token disadvantage from one 

domain disconnected from processes of disadvantage in the others may be morally 

bad or not. But it does not constitute oppression. In short, controlling images are partially 

constitutive of oppression in virtue of fulfilling this hegemonic function. 
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 Clearly, then, whether something is a controlling image or not necessarily depends 

on its surrounding context. Unlike mere wrongdoing, oppression does not consist in 

isolated acts of harm or domination. As Marilyn Frye famously argues, oppression is 

like a birdcage. A bird confronting a single wire circumvents it easily; when those wires 

join together to form a cage, however, the bird is trapped. ‘Oppression’ is social 

disadvantage unjustly and systematically patterned across virtually all aspects of society.65 

 So much for the general account, which applies to all imaginings (whether visual, 

musical, dramatic, literary, etc.) that contain controlling images. What about blackface 

specifically? Blackface is an imaginative practice that arose and persists against a 

background of anti-Black oppression. People racialized as Black in the U.S. (as 

elsewhere) are oppressed in virtue of being disproportionately excluded from 

employment, housing, health, education, and other social institutions (structural); 

being subject to surveillance, marginalization, and unevenly applied standards even 

when included in organizations (disciplinary); and experiencing prejudice in everyday 

interactions with others (interpersonal). Systematic Black disadvantage across all these 

domains depends on our ability to delineate a socially constructed group of ‘Black 

people’ in the first place. Courtesy of the hegemonic domain, we understand this group 

to largely comprise ‘ghetto chicks', ‘dangerous thugs’, and so on. To engage in an 

imagining that fictively deploys these controlling images or other anti-Black attitudes, 

then, is to perform an act that realizes an oppressive system by partially constituting 

it. 
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4.2 Normalizing Oppression 

 

In what way are these images controlling? Answering this requires us to examine 

imaginings’ ‘illocutionary’ dimensions. Here the emphasis is not on oppressive 

systems’ socio-ontological constituents, but on the dynamics via which agents maintain 

them. As with speech acts, many acts can in principle be performed with imaginings 

like blackface. Indeed, Bonilla-Silva identifies five distinct functions of racial 

ideology.66 We will discuss two: normalizing, in this subsection, and licensing, in the next. 

 Because controlling images function to make oppressive systems appear normal, 

natural, and needing no justification, they can be used to normalize oppression. That is, 

they dispose participants to acquiesce to current social conditions, often implicitly. But 

while this is a kind of effect of the imagining, it is not a straightforwardly causal effect.67 

 To illustrate, consider Mary Kate McGowan’s discussion of how we sometimes 

enact rather than cause certain facts about the world.68 For instance, simply by sitting 

outside the Swedish parliament, Greta Thunberg made the claim ‘Greta Thunberg sat 

outside the Swedish parliament’ true. By uttering the words ‘Entire ecosystems are 

collapsing!’ Thunberg made ‘Greta Thunberg said ‘entire ecosystems are collapsing!’’ 

true. Thunberg did not cause these facts to obtain in the way anthropogenic climate 

change (partially) did. Rather, she enacted them. As McGowan puts it: ‘Simply by being 
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and doing things, we thereby routinely affect what is true of the world and thereby 

enact these truths about it’.69 

 We argue that this is what happens when a person engages with imaginative 

content containing controlling images: simply by doing so, she makes such portrayals 

of social groups manifest in actual social life. In other words: by instantiating without 

challenging a controlling image, she contributes to making it a fact that a social group 

is (socially) viewed in that way. Moreover, she does so regardless of whether she 

endorses the portrayal. This enactment of the fact that people routinely view a social 

group in ways that would (if true) rationalize their unjust treatment is what we call 

normalization. Because these images are normalized and pervasively ‘out there’ in the 

world, the differential treatment suffered by oppressed groups appears normal, natural, 

and either justifiable or in no need of justification at all. And each time a controlling 

image is instantiated, the more normalized it becomes. In this way, controlling images 

are akin to a ‘desire path’ impressed across a meadow. Each rambler that treads the 

path further establishes it. With time, it becomes normal and justified to follow the 

path and, by the same token, aberrant to tramp through the surrounding grass.  

 Unlike many other illocutionary acts, normalizing requires no special authority (see 

also §4.3). Anyone can directly enact such social facts. As social actors, we shape social 

reality simply by being and doing things. But by enacting such facts about social groups 

in a context where others similarly do so, one also makes it the case that unjust practices 

appear normal. For instance, by imagining a ‘ghetto thug’ in our world, one thereby 
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contributes to making Black men be seen as dangerous and violent. This makes it the 

case that disproportionate police brutality against Black men appears normal. This is 

so even when there is no immediate harmful consequence or readily traceable causal 

process by which one’s imagining subsequently produces harm.  

 It is in this sense that such images function as instruments of ‘control’ over 

dominated groups: by impeding their unjust treatment even coming into question. It 

bears noting that ‘controlling images’ include more than just negative stereotypes; the 

traits they ascribe to a group may not be negative in themselves, though they serve to 

rationalize its unjust differential treatment all the same. For instance, recalling the 

complex of anti-Black traits fictively deployed in blackface, there is nothing bad about 

being happy-go-lucky. But this becomes weaponized in the context of racial 

oppression.70 As historian Blair Kelley, discussing relatively early minstrel 

performances, summarizes: 

  

These performances were object lessons about the harmlessness of southern 

slavery. By encouraging audiences to laugh, they showed bondage as an 

appropriate answer for the lazy, ignorant slave. Why worry about the abolition of 

slavery when black life looked so fun, silly, and carefree?71 

  

As leading minstrel performer Thomas ‘Daddy’ Rice opined to an audience in 1837, 

his Jim Crow character ‘effectually proved that negroes [sic] are essentially an inferior 
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species of the human family’ who ‘ought to remain slaves’.72 In 1865, a South 

Carolinian slaver publicly admitted in a letter that he had been ‘laboring under a 

delusion’ that ‘these people were content, happy, and attached to their masters’. He 

was disabused of this delusion by the mass-exodus of enslaved people from plantations 

at the conclusion of the U.S. civil war.73 To be sure, this case exemplifies the 

downstream ‘perlocutionary’ effects caused by blackface minstrelsy. But it also 

highlights the non-causal normalization of oppression via such imaginings; it is hard 

to see how the South Carolinian slaver could have believed what he did unless he was 

in the grip of controlling images. Our view then, is that blackface is intrinsically ethically 

flawed, whether or not a given instance produces harmful consequences, because it 

instantiates (without negating) controlling images that normalize anti-Black 

oppression. 

 One implication of our view is that blacking up for imaginative purposes before 

the established tradition of blackface arose would not be criticizable for the reasons 

documented here, namely, of realizing oppression or constituting an oppressive act 

(though it might be for others). An actor blacking up in an early 17th century 

production of Shakespeare’s Othello,74 before modern racial ideology had fully 

crystallized, for instance, would not fictively deploy the same anti-Black attitudes as an 

actor doing so today. Though, he may fictively deploy attitudes reflecting 

Shakespearean-era prejudices, of course. 

 Post-Jim Crow, however, blacking up has assumed a different and highly 
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objectionable social meaning that foregrounds its entanglement with anti-Black 

systems of slavery and colonialism (see §4.1). The nascent recognition of this helps 

explain the growing trend of casting Black actors as Othello or eschewing blackface.75 

It also explains reformations of traditions in which it remains unsettled whether 

painting the face black represents race at all, such as in morris dancing.76 For the same 

reasons, recent years have witnessed increasing protest against blacking up as ‘Zwarte 

Piet’ in the Dutch Sinterklaas festivities, as well as ‘Balthazar’ in the Spanish-origin 

Reyes Magos celebrations.77 Such traditions may not have been problematic when they 

began (at least, not for precisely the same reasons). Yet, the context of our world, 

where this meaning remains significant, makes the imaginings they deploy 

objectionable. Current efforts to reform such traditions reflect a growing recognition 

of imaginings’ importance in normalizing anti-Black oppression. They also reflect 

increased globalization and the merging of once distinct sociohistorical contexts. 

 To sum up, fictively deploying certain derogatory attitudes in relevant macro-

contexts is ethically flawed whenever those attitudes constitute controlling images. 

This holds even when the imaginings in question neither endorse these attitudes, nor 

cause harm. To engage in such imaginings is to mobilize these images’ hegemonic 

function of normalizing existing systems of oppression. However, this flaw is not 

exhibited by all imaginings that deploy morally objectionable content. Insofar as the 

attitudes do not hook up with existing forms of structural, disciplinary, and 

interpersonal domination, no such flaw obtains. 
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4.3 Licensing Oppression 

 

A third way that sociohistorical context conditions imaginings’ ethical status is by 

making certain imaginings perform the ‘illocutionary’ function of licensing oppressive 

behaviour. 

 Here, we again appeal to McGowan’s body of work explaining how ordinary 

speech can oppress.78 For McGowan, utterances are acts of oppression whenever they, 

as Robert Simpson puts it, ‘bring the latent force of [an oppressive] system to bear in 

the local context’ in which they occur.79 Social actors do this in virtue of their 

ubiquitous power to enact not just facts but also norms. Consider an example: when a 

coach declares ‘No phones during practice!’ she thereby makes it the case not only that 

she uttered those words, but that it is now inappropriate for athletes to use their phones. 

Here, the coach has special authority to set rules on the playing field; her declaration 

enacts the norm against phones. Players could believe otherwise, but their expressing 

this does not cancel the norm, no matter how devastatingly phrased the disgruntled 

tweet.  

 However, McGowan demonstrates that in ordinary conversation, speakers need 

no special authority to enact oppressive norms; their power obtains simply in virtue of 

how conversations work. In conversation, each contribution a speaker makes alters 
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her interlocutor’s ways of permissibly continuing the conversation. When someone 

asks a question, for instance, this demands an answer; responding with a non-sequitur 

on an unrelated subject is no longer an appropriate ‘move’ for that particular 

conversation.80 This enactment of norms governing only the specific micro-contexts 

in which they occur is what we call licensing. So, when someone asks, ‘Do you support 

Portsmouth or Southampton?’ she thereby licenses a relatively narrow range of 

utterances which now count as legitimate next moves within this particular 

conversation: e.g., ‘Portsmouth’, ‘Southampton’, ‘neither’, ‘I don’t follow football’, etc. 

It would be inappropriate, by contrast, to respond by listing one’s favorite Nicolas 

Cage films, declaring war on Kyrgyzstan, or reciting the lyrics to Meat Loaf’s Bat Out 

of Hell, etc. 

 McGowan argues that gender, racial, and other oppressions resemble 

conversations in that, in a sense, which actions are socially appropriate is set by 

prevailing social norms of unjust treatment. Racial oppression, for instance, is a 

complex of social practices wherein treating people of color as inferior counts as an 

appropriate move in the ‘game’, while treating them as equals is inappropriate. White 

supporters of the U.S. civil rights movement, for instance, often suffered job loss, 

physical violence, and other reprisals for violating these ‘rules’. Specific instances of 

sexist and racist speech, then, license subsequent unjust treatment when they bring 

such norms to bear on the micro-context of a particular social interaction. For 

example, a speaker telling colleagues a sexist joke thereby alters the norms governing 
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that social interaction. He thereby makes it conversationally appropriate for them to 

demean women by laughing at the joke, swapping another for it, and so on.81 

Importantly, this is oppressive whether his colleagues actually respond in kind or not. 

The joke constitutes oppression merely by enacting norms that render sexist treatment 

socially appropriate in that interaction. This is independent of whether the joke 

subsequently causes actual unjust treatment.82 

 Mutatis mutandis, the same is true, we claim, of imaginings.83 By bringing the force 

of an oppressive system to bear on a particular micro-context, imaginings license 

oppressive behaviour. This applies to imaginings of any kind, be they fictional stories, 

games, jokes, visual representations, etc., or uses of these. They do this by enacting 

unjust norms of treatment in the specific micro-contexts in which they occur. This 

then is a further way that imaginings can be used to perform oppressive acts—though, 

again, only within wider macro-contexts with relevantly oppressive background 

conditions. To show this, we again return to our central test case of blackface. 

 Before applying McGowan’s theoretical machinery to blackface, we must first 

acknowledge a potential complication. Blackface minstrelsy has been used to perform 

a variety of (illocutionary) acts, not all of them morally reprehensible. Despite its 

racially derogatory meanings, the practice has occasionally been used by members of 

the Black community to advance their own ends, e.g., by Black entertainers who 

themselves performed in minstrel shows.84 ‘Playing Black’ often granted, indeed still 

grants, African American artists access to artistic industries, as Spike Lee’s Bamboozled 
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fictionalizes so forcefully.85 Many have also noted the practice’s capacity for having 

allowed Black artists to hone and demonstrate their craft. Artists such as Bert Williams, 

for instance, exploited the artform for real creativity, moving beyond, or even 

satirizing, some of its racist tropes.86 Blackface has also functioned as a protective 

screen permitting the oppressed to avoid insult and violence, even if also distorting 

the expectations of Whites who would inflict such mistreatment.87 The African 

American entertainer Tom Fletcher and his minstrel troupe, for instance, would stay 

in character after performances in Southern towns, parading from the theatre to the 

train station to the minstrel standard ‘Dixie’. This averted the anger of Whites 

intolerant of Blacks acting ‘out of character’.88 

 Blackface was also sometimes used by Black and White performers alike to mock 

other more reasonable targets—albeit, generally via the mockery of an imagined 

Blackness. These included the floral oratory, sartorial pretensions, and general 

extravagance of the ruling classes.89 Thus, mock-Blackness sometimes provided a 

ridiculous cover for speaking truth to power.90 In the early 19th century, minstrel show 

audiences were mostly poor and working class. The affirmation of ‘low’ culture, 

alongside abolitionist sentiments and the transgression of conservative sexual and 

gender norms countered the efforts of elites to discipline them into a compliant 

industrial workforce.91 

 In addition to these worthier ends, much of White audiences’ attraction to 

minstrelsy was plausibly rooted in a genuine admiration for and identification with an 
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emergent African American culture, however misrepresented the culture and 

problematic the admiration.92 The complicated uses of blackface partly explain why 

many who enjoyed these performances were themselves Black. Of course, the fact that 

Black and White audiences laughed at some of the same shows does not mean they 

did so for the same reasons.93 Nevertheless, the historical record suggests that in some 

instances, blackface performances fostered cross-racial solidarity. 

 While this historical complexity is important and often forgotten, we nonetheless 

contend, as in §4.1, that the solidification of oppressive meanings following the Civil 

Rights movement has made uses of blackface today nearly always oppressive. Consider 

the 2010 ‘Compton Cookout’ party hosted by a University of California fraternity. 

Female partygoers were asked to imitate so-called ‘ghetto chicks’, described as wearing 

‘cheap weave, usually in bad colors;’ having ‘a very limited vocabulary;’ and ‘making 

other angry noises, grunts, and faces’.94 In short, the Compton Cookout party fictively 

deploys contemptuous attitudes toward African Americans according to which they 

are unintelligent, uncultured, aggressive, vulgar, and animalistic. The unmistakable 

controlling image of the ‘ghetto chick’ embodies these attitudes. The attitudes 

partygoers fictively deployed were precisely those that sustain the unjust treatment of 

actual Black people. As such, engaging in these imaginings counts as a proper ‘move’ 

in accordance with a system of anti-Black oppression. In McGowan’s terms, the 

attitudes contemporary blackface fictively deploys ‘abide by’ the norms of an 

overarching system of racial oppression. Acts of blacking up thereby bring it to bear 
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on local situations. Thus, what practitioners of blackface do with these imaginings is 

enact norms of anti-Black treatment; they license people to mobilize derogatory jokes, 

stereotypes, and attitudes towards Black people within the bounds of that social 

interaction, whether or not this actually happens. 

 Of course, individuals who don blackface may claim, perhaps truthfully, that they 

intend it without serious import. The Compton Cookout’s participants provide one 

example. And though authorial intent does not necessarily determine what an 

imagining does, we may grant that many such imaginings are not rightly interpreted as 

endorsing the attitudes deployed. Nevertheless, by merely fictively deploying these 

attitudes, such uses of blackface constitute an oppressive ‘move’ against the 

background of anti-Black oppression.  

  Licensing typically involves controlling images. Nonetheless, licensing, like 

normalizing described in the previous subsection, is distinct from realizing described 

in §4.1.95 Because controlling images function to justify oppressive systems, they are 

‘readymade’ for this purpose. And because they typically circulate widely, the attitudes 

they fictively deploy are widely recognized; hence, they are easily wielded to bring wider 

oppressive systems to bear on particular micro-contexts.  

 In sum, some imaginings constitute ethically flawed acts when used to oppress 

others, as moves in the game of oppression described by McGowan.96 This is so even 

if there is nothing ethically objectionable about the ‘bare prompting to fictively 

imagine’97 attitudes about some group as such, negative or otherwise. For, it is just 
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when these imaginings occur within a relevantly oppressive macro-context that they 

enact those norms in the micro-context, thereby becoming oppressive acts. 

 

 

5. How to Resist Controlling Images 

 

The imaginatively lax, who claim imaginings must endorse an unethical attitude to be 

intrinsically unethical, might protest: our view is too strong. It condemns morally 

permissible uses of blackface that fictively deploy their unethical attitudes precisely to 

undermine them. Such imaginings might be self-referential satire, or engaged in an 

educational setting, as when screening The Birth of a Nation in a film history class. This 

would appear to threaten our account, since it ought to be possible to use blackface in 

these ways without thereby performing acts of anti-Black oppression. 

 The threat, however, is illusory. Successful, critical uses of such imaginings do not 

reinscribe controlling images, they negate them. This is just as Collins’ vivid 

discussions of controlling images, themselves sometimes invitations to imagine, do not 

reinscribe those images. If a satirical or educational use of a potentially oppressive 

imagining did not negate the unethical attitudes it fictively deploys, it would simply 

cease to count as (successful) satire or education. Such critically framed imaginings 

thus differ in their content. This is much as Vermeer’s Woman with a Water Jug,98 despite 

depicting a map of the Netherlands hanging behind the painting’s subject, is not itself 
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a map of the Netherlands. Such imaginings, when acts, constitute a different kind of 

act than uncritical imaginings fictively deploying the same attitudes. Certainly, 

determining just what negation requires is a substantive and difficult question. Satire 

alone is commonly thought impossible to define.99 Whether a particular imagining 

successfully negates an attitude is typically a matter for careful first-order interpretation 

that cannot be settled from the theoretical heights. Further confounding things, an 

imagining might successfully negate one controlling image while reinforcing another.100 

Determining an imagining’s ‘illocutionary’ force is difficult and requires, among other 

things, understanding the micro- and macro-contexts in which it occurs. Following 

Collins, we take the critical use of controlling images to be vital work that can be done, 

though it carries the possibility of misfire.101 

 Nevertheless, we can venture something useful from the theoretical heights to 

distinguish the general mechanisms for inscribing versus negating controlling images. 

The analogy between imagining and speech, particularly the latter’s logical form, is 

again helpful here. 

 Take some morally noxious proposition p. Asserting p is morally criticizable. One 

might, however, think that merely pretending to assert p, sticking a fictionality operator 

before p, thereby precludes any moral crime; doing so is no longer, as such, to assert 

p. Pursuing the analogy further, one might even point to other modal operators to 

pump this intuition: when we say ‘Donald believes that p’, we do not thereby assert p 

and thus we do nothing wrong. This is the analogous position of the imaginatively lax 
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who take mere pretence, fiction, or imagining to be morally absolving by isolating the 

imagined content, so to speak, from the actual world. Sticking with the analogy, our 

position is that sticking a fictionality operator in front of the otherwise obnoxious p 

does not make an utterance innocent. We might, in turn, pump a different intuition by 

considering other modal operators; saying ‘It’s possible that p’ clearly does not avoid 

moral difficulty. One must fully deny the proposition and the sentiment its assertion 

expresses by negating it: ‘It is not the case that p’. Returning to the imagination, the 

problem with fictively deploying oppressive attitudes is that doing so without full-

blooded negation still pumps them into the air, so to speak, polluting the atmosphere 

as controlling images. 

 Here the imaginatively strict—who claim imaginings merely fictively deploying 

unethical attitudes are intrinsically unethical—might push back. If everything we have 

said is right, why does the moral hazard not also arise when one negates a controlling 

image? After all, in a parody, we still have to fictively deploy the morally fraught 

attitudes. Why does this not count as reinscription, too? The analogy is helpful here 

once again. When one negates some problematic proposition p by asserting ‘not p’, 

one must still invoke p as part of what one communicates. But, ordinarily, one to no 

extent reinforces the sentiment behind p by doing so; on the contrary, one undermines 

the sentiment. Analogously, when one uses an imagining to successfully negate a 

controlling image, by exposing it to critical scrutiny, ridicule, or pastiche, one 
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undermines its contribution to our shared cultural stock. In deflecting these worries, 

our view again strikes a middle path between imaginative strictness and laxity. 

 Returning to blackface, one might nonetheless wonder whether what we call 

‘critical’ blackface—i.e., blackface that successfully disavows the practice and the 

‘whitely’102 expectations that undergird it—is even possible in the post-Civil Rights era. 

One might wonder this, even if one accepts the middle path we have trodden. Has 

racism so calcified blackface that it is no longer supple enough to serve egalitarian 

ends? If not, then mere instantiation of blackface, however intended or executed, 

would deploy fictional attitudes constituting controlling images and therefore oppress. 

This would seem to pose a problem for us. If one could not negate the attitudes 

fictively deployed by blackface, this would suggest our account of negation, including 

its possibility, is mistaken. 

 Certainly, using blackface as a means of criticizing anti-Black racism is high-risk. 

For most people, we suspect, doing so would be reckless for at least two reasons. First, 

and perhaps most seriously, there is a high probability of misfire; it is difficult in the 

post-Civil Rights era to use blackface, even with critical intent, in a way that avoids 

inadvertently fictively deploying the concomitant troubling attitudes. In this, blackface 

is hardly unique. Compare uses of the disrobed female form to criticize objectification; 

often, the attempted criticism inadvertently objectifies in its own way.103 Second, even 

if one succeeds in this first regard by producing something that ideal interpreters of 

one’s imagining would deem successful criticism, one still runs a pronounced and 
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foreseeable risk of being misunderstood. Blackface, though alive and well, has become 

a visual shorthand for explicit racist attitudes from a bygone era. It is difficult, 

therefore, to invoke its images without signaling acquiescence to those attitudes, at 

least to less than ideal interpreters. And plausibly, there is something approaching a 

prima facie obligation not to perform acts one fully expects will be widely 

misunderstood as deeply offensive.104 

 Nonetheless, we are optimistic about the form’s subversive potential when used 

judiciously. First, there appear to be successful instances of critical blackface. We cite 

three here. 

 Spike Lee’s Bamboozled is perhaps the best example. The film depicts a Black 

television writer, Pierre Delacroix, working for a casually racist boss in an industry 

unwilling to deviate from hackneyed representations of Black people. In an attempt to 

end his frustration, Delacroix concocts a plan to get himself fired. He devises a 21st 

Century minstrel show using Black actors in blackface. Far from getting Delacroix 

fired, however, the show is piloted and becomes wildly successful, forcing Delacroix 

and his collaborators to pitch their newfound success against their integrity. The film 

deftly deploys numerous artistic techniques, including literal blackface minstrelsy, to 

explore the horror of blackface and the social conditions that funnel Black creatives 

into a circumscribed set of often compromising roles. It thereby effectively satirizes 

both. 
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 Another example is a comedy sketch from television show Key & Peele. In it, two 

Black men insert themselves into an all-White Confederate reenactment by 

exaggeratedly acting like docile, enslaved caricatures. The chief reenactor, unwittingly 

adverting to another caricature of Black social justice warrior, interprets their act as 

one of anti-racist protest. He defends the reenactment, refusing to continue the 

pretence with the enslaved characters. Finally, he relents, impatiently allowing the 

“slaves” into the reenactment’s fictional world before inadvertently and tellingly 

uttering a racial slur. At this point, the interlopers, invoking a third stereotype of Black 

criminality, feel forced to rob the reenactors in retaliation for their bigotry. The 

Confederate reenactors’ refusal to allow the Black men to participate on their own 

terms, the expression of hostility once they begrudgingly do allow them, and the 

provocative invocation of various reductive tropes all combine to bluntly satirize 

nostalgia for the old South. More subtly, the sketch also explores how White 

expectations force conformity in African Americans. 

 A third example, understanding blackface more broadly, is Kara Walker’s 

exhibition A Subtlety.105 The exhibition featured a massive foam and sugar sculpture of 

a hyper-sexualized 'Mammy' lying in the pose of a sphinx with servant-children, 

sculpted in molasses, dotted around it. Erected in a disused sugar factory and made to 

look as though composed entirely of white sugar, it is recognizably a Mammy. Yet, 

with her breasts and vulva exposed, she horrifically commingles this long-standing 

matronly archetype with the licentious one of the Jezebel. The name, A Subtlety, 
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references the sugar sculptures served by nobility at medieval banquets and the 

exploitative processes of sugar refinement that lay behind them, even before the 

transatlantic slave trade’s advent. Just as enslaved Black bodies were used in industrial 

sugar refinement to produce a delicacy for the privileged classes, so too have 

stereotypical representations of Black bodies been refined to make them, like sugar, 

palatable to those in power. Walker’s sculpture effectively juxtaposes these two ideas 

of refinement, fictively deploying the stereotypical representations as a way of rejecting 

them. The fact that the stereotyped representations appear to be united in an 

impermanent medium, sugar, in the form of a paradigmatic ruin, a sphinx, in a disused 

factory facing imminent demolition invites us to banish them to the past. 

 A second reason for retaining some defense of blackface is that we suspect 

confounding variables may be driving the hardline intuition that no blackface can serve 

critical ends. If someone flies a Confederate flag or spits on someone’s grave, she may 

thereby do any number of criticizable things. She may express or endorse a morally 

criticizable attitude, knowingly offend people (as just discussed), fail to respect 

humanity as an end, etc. Ordinarily, however, she does not thereby deploy imaginings. 

The constitutive wrong of blackface we have articulated is grounded in imaginings, 

however, and the way these tessellate with oppressive systems. That is to say, there are 

potentially many wrong-making mechanisms at work. We have only argued for a small 

set of these: realizing, normalizing, and licensing oppression via controlling images. 

When someone successfully satirizes blackface and its broader presuppositions by 
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using it, we claim, she does not commit any wrong from this set. Whether other 

wrongs are committed when doing so, either necessarily, typically, or frequently is a 

possibility we cannot rule out. The plausibility of such other wrong-making 

mechanisms, however, is likely to muddy intuitions about the possibility of critical 

blackface, making the hardline position tempt more than it should. 

 Similar remarks apply to educational cases. When an imagining fictively deploys 

unethical attitudes to demonstrate what not to do, this ordinarily suffices to negate 

them. But such educational imaginings’ illocutionary force also depends on context. 

Many have criticized the mass media’s reliance on ‘gratuitous rape’ scenes—graphic, 

eroticized, and ubiquitous depictions of rape.106 Such depictions may serve educational 

ends insofar as they prescribe condemnatory attitudes towards rape. But they may also 

mask an underlying pornographic pleasure in female domination, especially in genres 

primarily targeting men. Our account illuminates how such imaginings, even when not 

endorsing rape, may still function ‘illocutionarily’ to eroticize domination and promote 

rape culture.  

  In sum, blackface is oppressive in virtue of its content and what is done with it, 

both of which depend on the context in which it is executed. In our actual world, with 

its actual racist history, uncritically blacking up constitutes an oppressive imagining. 

But it is possible to imagine a world in which racism never existed. The crucial point 

we want to make here is that an imagining with identical content in a different 

sociohistorical context—one without racist social structures—would a fortiori not 
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realize any part of an actual racist social system, nor normalize it, nor bring it to bear 

on a local context. This explains why, for all we have said, fictively deploying unethical 

attitudes is never objectionable in and of itself, which is where we differ from the 

imaginatively strict. Absent endorsement of the attitudes or relevant oppressive social 

relations that would make the imagining a controlling image, there is nothing 

intrinsically ethically wrong with imaginatively adopting unethical attitudes. 

 It is worth reminding ourselves here that, while our discussion has focused largely 

on blackface, our argument is perfectly general. In addition to explaining blackface, 

gratuitous representations of rape, and so on, we can now also explain why the toy 

examples with which we began rightly elicit different intuitions. While the SAE song 

fictively deploys unethical attitudes that realize, normalize, and license actual 

oppression, the Portsmouth song deploys unethical attitudes that do not. Hence, as 

concerns the reasons we have outlined, only SAE’s song is ethically objectionable. 

 

 

6. Objections and Replies 

 

Here we briefly consider some potentially lingering objections, thereby rounding out 

the account.  

 As the examples we discuss show, some imaginings are private in the strongest 

sense: they take place inside an individual’s head. The remainder, meanwhile, are more 
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or less public. This distinction is ethically important, if only because of the differing 

scale of the potential harms such imagining-types might produce. One objection is that 

our account fails to acknowledge it. 

 The distinction is morally important, yet doubly irrelevant to our argument. First, 

potential harms concern extrinsic ethical features of imaginings, namely their causal 

effects, whereas our argument concerns intrinsic ones. Second, our concern is whether 

imaginings exhibit this intrinsic moral flaw, not to what degree they do this. 

 Nevertheless, one might accept our argument in spirit but still consider private 

imaginings exempt from ethical criticism precisely because private. George Sher has 

argued for this regarding private mental states generally,107 though others demur.108 We 

agree with Sher’s rejection of any moral requirement to ‘think only good thoughts’.109 

We also agree that, in an important sense, ‘no thoughts or attitudes are either forbidden 

or required’,110 at least as concerns the imagination. This is why our account 

accommodates ethically permissible imaginings fictively deploying ethically unsavoury 

attitudes, provided they do not hook up with oppressive social structures as described. 

Sher himself acknowledges that private mental events can be appropriately morally 

criticized when they connect appropriately with public events,111 possibly even when 

this connection is quite weak.112 Our account articulates one way such a public-private 

nexus can be formed. 

 The imaginatively strict might wonder why it should matter whether one fictively 

deploys unethical attitudes in a relevantly oppressive context. Would imaginatively 
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adopting misogynistic attitudes in a genuinely gender-egalitarian society, for instance, 

not be equally criticizable? If so, our diagnosis of the opening toy examples would be 

incorrect. 

 The objection misunderstands oppression, which comprises systematically 

patterned social structures across multiple domains of life. Rival sports teams holding 

negative attitudes or engaging in discriminatory behaviour towards their opponents do 

not thereby oppress. This is because sports fans are not ordinarily disadvantaged 

across the multiple dimensions of health, education, employment, cultural and 

aesthetic representation, legal standing, etc. on account of team preference. The same 

holds for contemporary derogatory imaginings of, say, ancient Phoenicians. Despite 

being oppressed under Babylonian rule, their subjugation has no meaningful purchase 

on contemporary social reality (ignoring trivial cases where ‘Phoenician’ functions 

metonymically for currently oppressed groups). Imaginings fictively deploying but not 

endorsing would-be oppressive attitudes in relevantly non-oppressive societies, then, 

would not oppress for lack of enabling conditions. Isolated individuals engaging in 

such imaginings might fail ethically for other reasons, e.g., by manifesting vicious 

character flaws or causing harmful consequences. Nevertheless, they will not thereby 

exhibit the sort of intrinsic ethical flaw we have identified. The temptation to think 

otherwise is, we suspect, due primarily to the fact that the most salient examples of 

unethical imaginings populating the nascent literature do concern oppressed groups.  
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 Likewise, defenders of imaginative laxity might dig in. If any fictive deployment of 

controlling images is ethically blemished, this constraint on what one may imagine 

might appear ‘like so much fearmongering, sanctimoniousness, or prudishness’.113 

 Such concerns about thought-policing are overcooked, however. First, there is the 

exception for critical uses described in §5. Second, even in relevantly oppressive 

contexts, imaginings suffering the ethical flaw identified need not be absolutely morally 

forbidden, let alone legally prohibited. Other values—aesthetic, epistemic, and indeed 

other ethical considerations—might be overriding. What our discussion shows is a 

particular kind of pro tanto ethical reason against engaging in such imaginings. This 

reason does not depend on hard-to-determine causal effects, nor on attitudes the 

imaginings endorse. It is an important reason. But how one weighs it against 

competing considerations in particular cases is complicated. Moreover, our account 

need not condemn everyone engaging in an objectionable imagining. Apportioning 

blame and responsibility in oppressive contexts is difficult, especially when our psyches 

brim with oppressive attitudes and dispositions.114 Imaginers blacking up—even 

without intending to evoke or even recognizing its oppressive history—are almost 

always doing something oppressive with that imagining in their particular 

sociohistorical context. Some may have justifications or excuses, such as non-culpable 

ignorance, which free them from blameworthiness. 

 In short, our account permits criticizing imaginings fictively deploying certain 

attitudes in our current context. Yet, it is not vulnerable to the charge of over-
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moralizing the imagination, since it is silent on such fictive deployments at faraway 

possible worlds. For all we have argued, merely imagining that a racialized group has 

certain stereotypical traits, that women enjoy being raped, and so on is, in principle, 

ethically innocent. However, this is not the case in our sociohistorical context or others 

relevantly like it. 

 

 

7. Conclusion 

 

We have argued that imaginings are intrinsically ethically flawed when they realize part 

of an oppressive system, normalize such a system, or license oppressive behaviour in 

local contexts. Crucially, imaginings can do this, even when the problematic attitudes 

they deploy are only deployed fictively, ‘for fun’. This means that imaginings need not 

endorse such attitudes in order to be intrinsically ethically flawed. On the other hand, 

we have also argued that such imaginings need not be so flawed when no relevantly 

oppressive systems obtain. In this way, our account avoids over-moralizing the 

imagination. 

 This account yields an ethical criticism of oppressive imaginings not grounded in 

harmful causal effects,115 nor in endorsed attitudes. In doing so, we hope to have 

furnished a resource for rehabilitating our collective imaginations and realizing a future 
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when, in Maya Angelou’s words, ‘the curtain falls on the minstrel show of hate; and 

faces sooted with scorn are scrubbed clean’.116 
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